Mr. Scott, Principal

Mrs. Horne, Peabody Secretary

Mrs. Hesse, Peabody School Nurse
Mr. Meeker, Associate Principal

Mrs. Kayafas, Sanborn Secretary

Mrs. Schulz, Sanborn Nurse
REMEMBER...

Captain-Smell-Good... Airplane (Johnny)... ice... More poured milk on Courtney's head... manacotti... John S. and Michelle S. went out eleven times!!... She-Bop at field hockey... when Gus was here... when Mike P. hit Mr. Meeker... Amanda's dance... P.P.P... Tuesday activity in 7th grade... Mr. Gardner's famous tie... someone put a crayfish in Liz's purse... holding hands at soccer... chocolate covered dog food... Borchia Schreiber... Mortimer Julius Smith the third... when Tom and Beezie went out (in 6th grade)... Duffy got sent to the bathroom... food fights... everyone dressed up on Halloween... Jon as Eddie... Pete, Chris and the vacuum cleaner... Sarah-n-Chris B., Ben, Mike, Chris... Russ' party... Bruce Miller's party... Adam tapped into people's phone calls... Cyndi and Mike P. wrestled... Tasha got naked... Alex O. and Kristin went out... Tom and Danny's beaker club... the bomb... Alex P. "broke" Ethan's glasses... Edan van Godberwity... Chris' party... Michelle's sixth grade science gloves... GNAP... Mike T., Topher, Michelle, and Dr. Ruth on Sunday nights... all the times Brian W. got kicked out of band... Matt C., Beth, Jen M., Ethan, Alex O., Michelle, and the lady "from the other town"... we liked "Eddie and the Cruisers"... we went on the Washington Trip '84... the time Ellen and Grace were at Burger King until 12:30 a.m... Kim and Grace did their nails in English... Jen Macaulay had her end of the year parties... xyz to Mrs. Skanes... SFBJ said, "Next time you're feeling sad and blue don't expect old skipper here to put on his big, red nose and floppy shoes just for you... well, not exactly... Bruce A. was on the wrestling team... Michelle fell asleep in social studies... Michael B. wore a strawberry on his turtleneck... Sal B. played kickball and her shoe flew off... Sandy B. chased everyone with chalk... the science wing reeked from the flood... Courtney put the hot test tube under the faucet and it exploded... Mr. Jones shaved off his beard... Mrs. Trela (then Miss Herling) got dressed up for the "double bubble"... Matt C. deflated Mrs. Mann's globe... we opened the door in French and Mrs. Woodington's papers flew everywhere... UTB was Under The Boat... Jim wrote "help, I'm bleeding" with his own blood... we all played "letter B"... someone broke into the computer room... in the 7th grade half house, Matt C. and Joe W. punctured Sandi P.'s doll and smeared the jelly inside all over the table... Mike F. walked on the ledge in the French room... Leah's puppy chow... football downtown... we were nice... Paul, Ross and Chris had the same schedule... the talent show... D. was thrown out of English... we saw the disgusting Eskimo movies in sixth grade... we had our first dance... Tom D. threw the tape recorder out of the French window... Dave B. threw a tennis ball at the sub's desk... somebody brought cat food to school and it's still in locker #291... Sandi P. called Maureen W. NOE... we all did our immigration oral reports... "The Connection" came... Jon L. was on crutches... we had assigned seats in Math... Fritz the squawking monkey... Mrs. Duffey dressed up as a cheerleader... Dave B. lit the rug on fire with Nitric Acid... Mr. Gardner danced at our 7th grade dance... Mike F. curled his hair... Miss Herling became Mrs. Trela... Mrs. Kraska became Mrs. Boudrot... Danny D. jumped over the car... Mr. Week's gym class skied out of school... Brian changed the clock in French... Erin liked Paul... the two-some tribe was acting up in lunch... Mr. Jones yelled at Lynette S. and Peter K. "Gramma's House"... senor cosa...
Bruce Anderson
Erik Armellino
Nicole Assarian
Frosty Barber
Dave Barnes
Rachel Barry

Sandy Baxter
Mike Beal
Carolyn Belliveau
Tuska Benes
Jeff Benincasa
Ethan Berkowitz

Jamie Biggar
Elise Billings
Gabbi Bonne
Chris Bonner
Andrea Bonney
Jim Boyle

Sandra Brown
Chris Bunch
Ted Burrowes
Doug Byron
Don Calhoun
Patrice Carroll

John Carter
Leah Centore
Liz Cho
Norman Christensen
Shirley Christian
Matt Civitello

Amanda Clayman
Sue Cloud
Sara Comeau
Cheryl Conley
Kevin Cooke
Kristen Cooke

Kelly Coebbe
Brian Cotter
Jon Cousins
Anthony Couvillion
Jen Crabtree
Heather Crane

Shawn Crockett
Joey Curtin
Karen Cushing
Lara Dadkhah
Jenn Dale
Beezie Dallas
David McLaughlin
Duffy McNulty
Sue McSweeney
Suzy Mente
Tasha Michienzi
Dorothy Miller

Sean Miller
Wendy Millette
Kurt Mueller
Jeremy Myers
Kim Napier
Deidra Neville

Geoff Newman
Kristin Nies
Alex Oliphant
Jessica Oliphant
Leigh Owen
Rebecca Palay

Heather Park
Paul Parker
Jennifer Passus
David Patten
Karen Patterson
Alex Perry

Becky Pettengill
Michael Picariello
Sandi Plausky
Hilleary Plummer
David Pugliese
Tom Pumphret

Kim Radosch
Bill Ramsey
Mark Recchia
Debbie Reeves
Chris Richards
Sarah Robertson

Chris Robinson
Melinda Rodrigue
Jennifer Rogers
Jenny Ryan
Pat Ryan
Michelle Santaniello

Heike Schneider
Matt Schwartz
Grace Scimone
Christine Scott
Linda Shaughnessy
Sandra Shaw
Cydii D. and Kristin H. not wearing "Guess..." Phillip S. not break-dancing in the halls... Shawn L. not liking football... Duffey not athletic... Jason without a computer... Joe W. not laughing... Dr. Cutten not giving fake looks... Mrs. Sobel not "trying to explain... Karen and Andrea not talking about camp... school not being boring... no summer vacation... Joe G. being "freshness..." Melanie without her nine course lunch... Caro stupid... Liz C. not liking skating... Frosty B. without cheese... Carolyn B. not getting into fights with Sandy... Jamie B. being stupid... Ted B. not being a jock... Leah C. not screaming about puppy chow... getting no homework at all... Bruce A. not whining... Sarah C. with blond hair... Anthony C. being quiet in Social Studies... Jen D. not going with someone... Dave H. not being a sweetheart... Katie D. without braces... Mr. Miller with alot of hair... Mike P. not wearing Van Halen t-shirts... Mrs. Duffey giving us a day off... Mr. Chamberline making a funny joke... Mrs. Duffey as a punk rocker... not getting things stolen... "Captain Smell Good" not smelling good... Brian W. without posters in his locker... Tuska B. without a pony tail... Merry H. without a big smile... Ellen H. not saying "bye!"... Bill R. flunking a class... Mrs. Brown with spikes and chains... Andrea B. not talking... Amanda not whining... Geoff not Geoffing off... Matt C. not getting yelled at in English... Paul N. and Jeremy E. not reading 600 page Sci-Fi books... Dave W. without his beret... Pete Kilman once his voice changes... Lynette S. without Michael J... Stacy N. without her key chain... Brian K. with a new hair cut... Matt K. not showing off his muscles... going to a party and not playing spin-the-bottle... Eli without his watch... Wendy not saying she's fat... Beth not liking Billy Idol... Grace van Nute with a sit... Jon L. without a rugby shirt... Adam K. not talking to other people's phone calls... Nancy N. being hyper... Tophar being called "Chris"... Heather C. without a boyfriend... Kristi L. not smiling... Greg M. without a one track mind... Jen C. not being pretty... Michelle without dirty jokes... Trevor without a polo... Grace being messy... Patrice and Jenny not liking Culture Club... Beth, Jen and Kim not liking Airplane... Joe G. being short... Peter K. without the WHD... M.W., Y.W., P.C., J.R. not liking FLIPPER... Alex not staring at Jon in French... Jon without football... Katie being preppy... Andrea not saying "it's like"... Eric and Elise without each other... Jim B. not taking charge... Bruce A. as The Hulk... Mora being fat... Brian W. liking Beethoven... Sandi P. with short curly hair... Maureen W. not putting make-up on in Science... Mrs. Nann in pants... Mr. Jones wearing a plain tie... Maureen W. and Sandi P. not acting up... doing any work in Miss Hiss' Monday activity... not having a food fight in lunch... Lindley N. not talking... Jon L. and Trevor P. not getting in trouble in English... Danny without his army pants... Wendy H. and Liz not skating... Brian W. not saying, "Hey, dude"... Lindley not being athletic... Julie J. not flirting... Jason swearing... life without soccer... everyone loving school...
Student Council

Yearbook
Field Hockey

Wrestling
Girls' Basketball

Boys' Basketball
Track

Math Team
Some of our Creations
LET'S FORGET...

Taco pizzas, fishburgers, lunch ladies... switching locks...
Mr. Vensanaka... Mr. Pod saying, "Get your fuzzy bod over here!"... fluorescent lights... teen talk... Chester the Molester...
Tuesdays at Kim's... lockers that don't shut...
bathroom sinks... writing on the bathroom walls... Mr. Pod's three rules... Egg Roll... Peter's Parties... Nancy's long jump... the past three years... Mrs. Nave's long dress... Alex, Grace talking about Alan... snack size...
M.S. and G.S. when they ate Gaines Burgers... H.C. & D.B.
and P.K. etc... Mr. Chamberlin's sneakers... Friday announcements at Sanborn... Mondays, Tuesdays...
Soytanly... the beaker club... the boys basketball team... French... book reports... oral reports...
cross country skiing in gym... shuttle buses... Kevin C.
piercing his ear... cats... Mr. Jones' voice... Mr. D's pipe... year of the "buzz"... 7th grades... yearbook
committee '85... Sanborn School... 6th grade Science...
Mrs. Davidson's gloves... all the school rules... Mrs.
Moore's "Have a good day it's Friday!"... the first two days
of 6th grade... the Sergeant... pokes in the ribs...
peace for many days... Carolyn B's nickname... Russ L's
party... when Joe G. hit Mike T. with a test tube rack...
7th grade dissection... tic-tac addictions... our C's,
B's and F's... our sixth grade field day... the phrase "Don't mess with the Master!"... the hassle we had collecting yearbook money... Mr. Jones' different ties... SSR... IE... Monday activity... Cleo and Elizabeth's fight before going to French...
We the class of '85 leave...

Our music tapes to French... our partnership with Norman of the Brady Bunch Fan Club to anyone who wears bell bottoms... our supply of Maybelline to the coming 8th graders... the girls room to the 7th graders... school lunches to next year's 6th graders... the smell of the Science wing... Jen's office to 7th grade girls... bad lunch behavior to others that follow... 20 vocabulary words a week... Eskimo movies to 6th graders...

Mr. Chamberlin's bad jokes to 7th graders... skummy lockers to 7th graders... 7th graders greatest teachers (joke)... a D+ in Social Studies to whomever wants it... the beaker club to any losers... all the homework we didn't hand in... the basement of Sanborn to anyone... our troubles to Mr. Pod...

Sgt. Miles... locker #207... being late to Mr. Pod's class to 7th graders... some names on Mr. Meeker's desk... our smelly lockers... our messy lockers... our last minute comments... tacks on people's chairs... clothes in our lockers...

Sal's beads, whistle and wrench... D's fresh Pumas... Mike B's airplane collars... home-co food... school lunch indigestion... all the 8th grade teachers to the 7th graders... I.E... boring lectures... report cards... all substitute teachers... our still life drawings... running the mile... immigration reports to 7th graders... Chester the M...
PROCLAMATION

We the Class of '85
Dedicate our Yearbook
to
Mr. Lakis
and
Mrs. Sterling
for their many years of Service and Dedication
To the Students of Concord